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By Cheryl Crane

Kensington Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Dead and the Beautiful,
Cheryl Crane, Top realtor to the stars, Nikki Harper is often privy to the kind of celebrity secrets the
tabloids would kill to hear. It's a position that helps her shed light on the darker, deadlier side of
Tinsel Town. Her mother, Victoria Bordeaux, is the star of the TV series Casa Capri, the same one
rocked by the murder of Ryan Melton, the arm-candy husband of the show's co-star, Diara Elliott.
The prime suspect is the last person to see Ryan alive: his dog walker Alison Sahira, coincidentally
the sister of Nikki's own boyfriend. Nikki is sure Alison is innocent, but Alison is also harbouring a
dirty little secret that could derail the careers of a lot of A-listers. Sorting through a tangled web of
lies and innuendo, Nikki is racing to find the truth-before she becomes the next target on
Hollywood's deadliest new hit list.
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Very beneficial to all of category of folks. We have read through and i am sure that i will going to read once again once again in the future. Your daily life
span will probably be change when you full reading this pdf.
-- Am elia  Roob DDS-- Am elia  Roob DDS

This ebook is fantastic. It is actually writter in straightforward terms rather than hard to understand. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward
way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this ebook through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Justice Wilder m a n-- Justice Wilder m a n
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